Overview

Hardware Features

POWERFUL AND SECURE
The DIMS Interview Management System is a powerful and user-friendly digital video
recording system specifically designed for Law Enforcement. The electronic and video
 Linear provides DIMS stations and software, with
or without cameras and microphones.
recording of investigative interviews is a powerful and efficient Law Enforcement tool by
ensuring a factual presentation of evidence. The DIMS Interview Management System delivers  1-6 rooms per DIMS Station with 1-3 cameras per
room.
a combination of advanced digital audio and video technology with comprehensive case

DIMS
system supports digital or analog cameras;
management software, providing powerful video monitoring, recording, archiving, viewing/
covert or overt, fixed or PTZ (includes embedded
distribution options, and case management tools for Law Enforcement agencies.
PTZ control).
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DIMS system includes Mirrored RAID 1+0
drives to maintain data redundancy through the
whole acquisition, storage, and archive process.
CONVENIENT
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Software Features

Recording format offered in a stereo or a mono version.
Audio tracks sampled at 16 kHz sampling rate with 16 bits per sample offered.
Separate audio channel saved from recorded audio and video for easy and secure transcription.

Audio levels indicator and visual notification of no data.
VIDEO
 Picture-In-Picture or side by side with no loss of data from overlay and/or time code.





Settings capture 2 camera angles per room with the ability to swap camera views during recording.
Real-time viewing of interviews on ImageServer Viewer.
Resolution settings from 640 x 480 to 1080p for analog or digital cameras.

RECORDING
 Initiate recording by simply clicking the record button.







Records 30 frames per second.
Records 6 interview rooms simultaneously.
System stores up to 8000 hours of video locally and automatically transports to DIMS ImageServer.
Administrator options to choose codecs for acquisition, storage, and output of video and audio.

Ability to classify recording to control access and to determine when to delete (determined by Statute)
MEDIA EXPORTING
 Consistent name, date, time, room number and camera title stamped on all exported media.






Automatically exports videos to DIMS ImageServer.
Export user-defined clips or entire session to DVD, allowing up to 8 hours recording per DVD.
Burn a 1 hour interview to DVD disc in less than 6 minutes.
Still images: ability to export individual frames with notes for review (JPEG and BMP formats).

Retrofit to existing wiring and components.
System is easy to operate with the simple click of
one button; virtually no training required.
Optimized for high quality audio and video
recordings utilizing security and redundancy.
Access a live feed remotely for observation.
Online review from any computer on the Agency’s
Intranet using DIMS web browser based on
permissions.
Capability to bookmark, clip, and annotate points
of interest.
Advanced multi-tasking capability allows
recording and burning information/evidence to
CD/DVD/Blu-ray disc.

Cost
Effective

Start Recording

AUDIO

Options for HDTV, Megapixel, or CCTV with
H.264 compression and MJPG, MP4, AVI stream.






FREE version upgrades!
FREE software support!
UNLIMITED users with
NO client licensing fees!
DIMS saves time and money
throughout the investigation
process.

Direct
Integration
with DIMS

Covert Microphone

DIMS (Digital Information
Management System) has proven to
significantly increase conviction rates.
DIMS solutions can acquire and
manage the authentication of entire
interview videos, audio recordings,
and clips of video, along with notes
and still photos to ensure a complete
Chain of Custody.
A DIMS Interview Management
System ensures the complete
implementation and enforcement of
an Agency’s Policy and Procedures,
optimizes communication, increases
efficiency, reduces liability, ensures
the authenticity of evidence, all
while eliminating challenges to an
Agency’s credibility.
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